The temperature of X-ray emitting gas T X is often used to infer the total mass of galaxy clusters (under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium). Unfortunately, XMM-Newton and Chandra observatories measure inconsistent temperatures for the same gas, due to uncertain instrumental calibration. We translate the relative bias in temperature measurements of Schellenberger et al. (2014) into a bias on inferred mass for a sample of clusters with homogeneous weak lensing (WL) masses, in order to simultaneously examine the hydrostatic bias and instrument calibration. Israel et al. (2014) found consistent WL and Chandra hydrostatic X-ray masses for a sample of clusters at z∼0.5 and masses of a few 10 14 M . Re-evaluating the latter, we find their XMM-Newton masses to be lower by b xcal = 15-20% than their Chandra masses. At the massive end ( 5 · 10 14 M ), the XMM-Newton masses are ∼ 35 % lower than the WL masses. Assuming that the true hydrostatic bias is 20 %, as indicated by simulations, our results for the massive end indicate that Chandra's calibration of the energy dependence of the effective area is more accurate than XMM-Newton's. However, the opposite appears to be true at the low mass end, unless the hydrostatic bias vanishes there, although larger samples are required to firmly establish this trend.
INTRODUCTION
The number count of Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) clusters measured with Planck to lie above a certain mass threshold (Planck Collaboration et al. 2013c , P13XX) falls short of the tally expected from the Planck primary cosmic microwave background (CMB) constraints on cosmology (Planck Collaboration et al. 2013b, P13XVI) . Several possible explanations have been brought forward, such as incorrect assumptions about the cluster mass function (P13XX) or modified cosmologies including massive neutrinos and a shift in the Hubble parameter (e.g., P13XX, Hamann & Hasenkamp 2013; Battye & Moss 2014; Mantz et al. 2014; Costanzi et al. 2014 ). Another hypothesis is that hydrostatic cluster masses, inferred from X-ray analyses of the intra-cluster medium (ICM), yielded only ∼ 60 % of the true cluster mass. Hydrodynamic cluster simulations commonly find the hydrostatic assumption to retrieve only ∼ 70-90 % of the true cluster mass, i.e. Kay et al. 2012; Rasia et al. 2012; Le Brun et al. 2014; Schaye et al. 2014) . However, hydrostatic masses are subject to systematic uncertainties stemming from, e.g., the finite accuracy of the calibration of the effective area (i.e. cluster temperature), which is known to vary significantly between X-ray instruments (e.g. Nevalainen, David & Guainazzi 2010) . In this article, we re-evaluate the Israel et al. (2014, I14) measurement of the mass bias between Chandra hydrostatic and weak lensing masses for a sample of X-ray-selected clusters. We emulate XMM-Newton results based on the correspondence between ICM temperatures TX measured with the two observatories that was recently established by Schellenberger et al. (2014, S14) . Noticing that the P13XX calibration relies on XMMNewton, we thus assess the role the X-ray temperature calibration plays concerning the P13XX-P13XVI discrepancy.
What did the Planck collaboration measure?
P13XX model the redshift-dependent abundance of clusters detected from the Planck catalogue of Sunyaev-Zeldovich sources (Planck Collaboration et al. 2013a, P13XXIX) , covering the whole extragalactic sky. The thermal SZ effect describes the inverse Compton scattering of CMB photons with ICM electrons, resulting in a distortion YSZ of the CMB signal in the solid angle subtended by a galaxy cluster, proportional to the integrated electron pressure. All 189 S/N > 7 sources selected from the P13XXIX catalogue are confirmed clusters of known redshift; the vast majority with spectroscopic redshifts. The P13XXIX mass estimates M
Pl
(M Yz in P13XXIX) that enter the P13XX calculation are the only, and crucial, piece of Planck data P13XX use.
Due to the large beam compared to the typical Planck cluster size, the aperture size θ, in which YSZ is integrated, is hard to determine from the SZ data itself. P13XXIX rely on the additional YSZ(θ) constraint provided by the scaling of YSZ with an X-ray mass proxy, M Y X 500 , to fix θ and calibrate the M Pl . By convention, r∆ denotes a radius such that the mass M∆ within it exceeds the critical density ρc(z) at redshift z by a factor of ∆. The M Y X 500 mass proxy is based on YX = TXMgas, which is the product of the ICM temperature TX and the cluster gas mass Mgas, measured from X-rays within r500, and thus provides an X-ray analogue of YSZ.
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P13XX calibrate M
Pl on a validation sub-sample of 71 clusters observed with XMM-Newton, i.e. they derive the best-fit YSZ,500-M Y X 500 relation. In turn, M Y X 500 was calibrated on a sample of local, relaxed clusters whose "true" masses could be measured using using X-ray observations and assuming hydrostatic equilibrium (Arnaud et al. 2010) . It is via this ladder of mass proxies that the hydrostatic mass bias is inherited onto M Pl , appearing in the YSZ,500-M Y X 500 relation that summarises the calibration process (Eq. A.8 of P13XX). P13XX considered a flat prior of 0.7<(1−b lin )<1, but any additional systematic effect in the calibration chain would mimic a spurious "hydrostatic" bias.
1 The accuracy in Mgas depends on the accuracy of the calibration effective area normalisation, i.e. the calibration of the flux S.
As Mgas ∝ √ S, the maximal flux difference in Nevalainen, David & Guainazzi (2010) of 10 % corresponds to 5 % uncertainty in Mgas. This is relatively small; so we ignore it and focus on T X .
What do weak lensing surveys measure?
Weak gravitational lensing (WL) provides an avenue to determine cluster masses M wl that is independent of the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium. Noticing a considerable overlap between the XMM-Newton sample of P13XX and the Weighing the Giants WL survey (von der Linden et al. 2014a; Kelly et al. 2014; Applegate et al. 2014 ), von der Linden et al. (2014b ) measured M Pl /M wl = 0.688 ± 0.072 for the most massive (> 6 · 10 14 M ) clusters. This is consistent with our results (see Sect. 3.1). If interpreted as a hydrostatic mass bias, this value falls between the b lin ≈ 0.2 favoured by simulations and the b lin ≈ 0.4 necessary to reconcile P13XX with P13XVI. While their results confirm the Planck cluster mass discrepancy, vdL14 suggest that biases in the XMM-Newton temperature calibration contribute to the Planck discrepancy.
However, Israel et al. (2014, I14) found no significant mass bias when gauging Chandra-based hydrostatic masses for their clusters with WL mass estimates. For the whole mass range of 10 14 M < M wl 500 < 10 15 M , the bias vanishes: b log = log M −0.15 , consistent with the expectation based on simulations, although with large uncertainties due to the small number statistics. Here, we set out to examine simultaneously the hydrostatic bias and the XMMNewton/Chandra temperature calibration.
On X-ray temperature cross-calibration
Measurements of TX from satellite observatories are subject to uncertainties in the instrumental calibration, mainly due to the difficulty of modelling accurately their energydependent effective collecting area. The International Astronomical Consortium for High Energy Calibration (IACHEC) has tasked itself with improving (cross-)calibrations of X-ray satellite observatories (Grant et al. 2013) . In this context, Schellenberger et al. (2014, S14) published a detailed comparison of Chandra and XMM-Newton temperatures for HI-FLUGCS, a statistically complete sample of 64 high-flux local clusters, fitting spectra in the same radial and energy ranges. S14 not only confirmed earlier studies (e.g. Nevalainen, David & Guainazzi 2010) that Chandra yields significantly higher TX than XMM-Newton, but also find significant differences between the XMM-Newton instruments. These temperature differences are most pronounced at the highest plasma temperatures and can best be explained as effective area calibration uncertainties, as S14 demonstrate.
Moreover, S14 quantified the effect of measuring XMMNewton masses, scaled individually for each cluster from Chandra, on the cosmic matter density Ωm and power spectrum normalisation σ8. S14 find the shift of uncertainty ellipses in the σ8-Ωm plane due to the temperature calibration insufficient to explain the offset of such contours between P13XVI and P13XX. We extend this work by comparisons with WL masses and thus aim at simultaneously examining the hydrostatic bias and instrument calibration to find a solution for the cosmology problem.
RECALIBRATING THE 400D SURVEY TO
XMM-NEWTON TEMPERATURES 2.1 Hydrostatic mass bias from the 400d cluster cosmology survey
I14 recently compared WL masses to Chandra-based X-ray mass estimates for eight clusters drawn from the 400d cosmology cluster sample. The 400d cosmology sample selects X-ray luminous clusters at 0.35 < z < 0.90 from the serendipitous 400d Rosat cluster catalogue (Burenin et al. 2007) . Chandra data for these clusters were subsequently employed to constrain cosmological parameters via the cluster mass function (Vikhlinin et al. 2009a,b) . The 400d WL survey follows up the cosmology cluster sample, in order to test the mass calibration of V09a,b with independent mass estimates. The methodology and first results of the ongoing 400d WL survey were reported in Israel et al. (2010 Israel et al. ( , 2012 . We refer the interested reader to these papers for details. Weak lensing masses used in this paper make use of the Bhattacharya et al. (2013) mass-concentration relation. Hydrostatic masses in I14 were derived from the V09a Chandra ICM density profiles ρg using the Vikhlinin et al. (2006) parametrisation, and temperatures TX(r) = TCXO(r). The empirical Reiprich et al. (2013) relation was used to derive a temperature profile
from a cluster-averaged value TX and I14 WL radius r200. This relation was determined and can be used in the range 0.3 r200 < r < 1.15 r200. We then compute
with kB the Boltzmann constant, µ = 0.5954 the mean molecular mass of the ICM, mp the proton mass, and G the gravitational constant. The resulting cumulative mass profile was evaluated at r500 taken from WL. Uncertainties on TCXO and r wl 500 were propagated into an uncertainty on M hyd 500 (r wl 500 ).
Pseudo-XMM-Newton temperatures for the 400d clusters
We translate the ICM temperatures TCXO measured for the 400d clusters with Chandra to pseudo-XMM-Newton temperatures by applying the S14 conversion formula between ACIS and the combined XMM-Newton instruments for the full spectral energy range:
with A = 0.889 ± 0.004 and B = 0.016 + 0.004. By applying this conversion, we emulate what ICM temperatures would have been obtained for the 400d clusters, had they been inferred from both the Metal Oxide Semi-conductor (MOS) and the pn-CCD (PN) instruments (collectively, the XMMNewton European Photon Imaging Camera, EPIC) instead of Chandra's Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS). Both the calibration of an X-ray instrument and our knowledge about it evolve with time. S14 assume calibrations as of December 2012 (Chandra Calibration Database v4.2), while V09a used the unchanged Vikhlinin et al. (2005) calibration procedure. This is a no Calibration Database calibration, but at the time of observation v3.1 was in place. Using the timestamp correction of ICM temperatures between different Calibration Databases (Reese et al. 2010) , we convert the V09a temperatures to the one used by S14 (version 4.2). From Eq. (23) of Reese et al. (2010) , we take a factor of TCXO,3.1/TCXO,4.2 = 1.06 ± 0.05. We point out that we do not apply the timestamp correction to the TCXO, but rather its inverse to the XMM masses. This is to highlight the combined effect of both corrections in Fig. 1 . We first apply this timestamp correction, then Eq. (3).
We denote the resulting temperatures Txmm, with the lowercase indicating that they are converted quantities, not actual XMM-Newton measurements. For the eight I14 clusters, whose TCXO = 4.4 keV/kB is representative of the full 400d cosmology sample, we measure Txmm/TCXO = 0.81 ± 0.01, using the V09a cluster-averaged temperatures. At r500, measured from weak lensing, the ratio is Txmm/TCXO = 0.90 ± 0.01. This ratio is closer to 1 because TX(r500) is typically lower than TX and the cross-calibration differences are smaller for lower TX according to S14. We ignored the different energy ranges V09a (0.6-10 keV) and S14 (0.7-7 keV) used for fitting spectra.
Pseudo-XMM-Newton hydrostatic masses
In the next step, we re-derive hydrostatic masses by converting the Chandra temperature profiles from Eq. (1) to pseudo-XMM-Newton profiles Txmm(r). These Txmm(r) and its value at r500 are inserted into Eq. (2), thus accounting for the nonlinear nature of Eq. (3). Because we re-use the same r500 estimates as in I14, these apertures do not change. As expected for lower input temperatures and flatter TX gradients, we find the resulting pseudo-XMM-Newton hydrostatic masses for all clusters to be lower than the Chandrameasured values (Fig. 1) . The relative difference in masses is strongest for the hottest clusters, for which the S14 conversion results in the largest change. Because the temperatures of the I14 sample exhibit a limited TX range of 3-6 keV, the relative change of the temperatures varies less than 5 %. Consequently, the two sets of hydrostatic masses are well fit by a linear relation (solid line in Fig. 1 ):
with P = 0.791±0.030 and Q = 0.067±0.071 that captures the dependence of the Chandra-XMM-Newton disagreement on the measured mass itself. As a sample average and standard error, we find 1 − b in Eq. (2). We repeat the experiment without applying the timestamp correction. Doing so, we provide an upper limit for the systematic uncertainty connected to the V09a calibration (see Sect. 2.2). Again comparing to I14 masses, we find P = 0.837±0.012 and Q = 0.064±0.024, and a smaller calibration bias of 1−b xcal lin = 0.86 ± 0.01 (dashed line in Fig. 1; Table 1 ). Table 1 . Observed mass bias in the I14 sample, for several choices of X-ray masses. Columns 2 and 3 give the slope P and intercept Q of the general best-fit relation (Eq. 4) between Chandra and XMM-Newton masses. Column 4 shows the X-ray calibration bias, i.e. the mean and standard error of M xmm 500 /M CXO,I14 500
. Columns 5 and 6 show the apparent bias with respect to the I14 WL masses, averaged over jackknifed Monte Carlo simulations for all clusters (b log = log M xmm 500 −log M CXO,I14 500
) and for the M wl 500 10 14.5 M bin (b log,H ). derived from pseudo-XMM-Newton temperatures and assuming hydrostatic equilibrium as a function of I14 masses M CXO 500 derived from ICM temperatures observed by Chandra. Error bars inscribed in the symbols denote the uncertainty in M xmm 500 due to the uncertainties in the ACIS-combined XMM and timestamp conversions. Please note that for illustrative purposes, the timestamp correction is not applied to the M CXO 500 , but its inverse to the M xmm 500 . The solid line solid line marks the linear best fit. A dashed line marks the best-fit relation when the different Chandra calibration timestamps are not taken into account. For the latter case, data points are not shown for the sake of clarity.
Hydrostatic mass
Stronger WL mass bias for
pseudo-XMM-Newton masses Figure 2 shows the measured bias between the WL masses M wl 500 (Israel et al. 2012 ) and M xmm 500
(including timestamp correction) for the I14 clusters. The bias is measured by averaging log M xmm −log M wl over a suite of jackknifed Monte Carlo simulations: As in I14, cluster masses are drawn from their respective probability distributions, modelled as Gaussians described by their 1σ uncertainties. In turn, one cluster out of eight is omitted for 10 5 realisations. This method accounts for correlation between the mass estimates and for extra uncertainty due to the small number of clusters. The results are shown in Table 1 and indicated by a dashed line and shading for the 1σ interval in Fig. 2 . Dashed lines and Figure 2 . Ratio between the pseudo-XMM-Newton hydrostatic mass M xmm 500 , with timestamp correction, and the I14 WL mass M wl 500 as a function of M wl 500 . Short-dashed lines and light grey shading denote the logarithmic bias b log = log M xmm −log M wl obtained from averaging over Monte Carlo realisations including the jackknife test. We also show b log for the low-M wl and high-M wl clusters separately, with the 1σ uncertainties presented as boxes, for sake of clarity. As a visual aid, a dot-dashed line depicts the Monte Carlo/jackknife best-fit of log (M xmm /M wl ) as a function of M wl . Empty symbols and the triple-dot-dashed line denote the M CXO 500 case from I14. Compare to Fig. 2A in I14. boxes at M wl 500 10 14.5 M and M wl 500 10 14.5 M show the bias for the thus defined low-and high-mass sub-samples.
For the eight clusters, we now find a pronounced bias of b log = −0.08 +0.15 −0.13 , compared to b log = 0.00 +0.14 −0.13 from Chandra in I14. For the low-mass sub-sample, hydrostatic masses just slightly exceed WL masses (b log = 0.02 Fig. 2 ). The mass-dependent bias found in I14 persists, which is unsurprising given the small sample size and narrow TX range. Its likely cause is a combination of physical effects, e.g., stronger hydrostatic bias for high-mass clusters (Shi & Komatsu 2014) or different physical processes at work in low-mass clusters (I14), and Eddington bias. As demonstrate, intrinsic scatter in the abscissa mass leads to a mass-dependent bias when compared to an independent mass observable.
We repeat our analysis excluding the Chandra timestamp variations (Sect. 2.3) and arrive at a lower apparent bias compared to including them: b log = −0.06 +0.15 −0.13 (Table 1). The difference between those two cases may serve as an estimate for the systematic uncertainties in the observatory conversions.
Considering the full mass range, the XMM-Newton hydrostatic masses are ∼ 20 % lower than the WL masses, while Chandra masses are consistent with the WL masses. This indicates that if the b lin = 0.2 linear hydrostatic bias in cluster simulations is correct, the effective area calibration of XMM-Newton is consistent with being correct. But if looking at the high mass end, the conclusion is the opposite: Chandra is consistent with the correct calibration and 20 % hydro bias. The measurement uncertainties and the unknown amount of Eddington bias in our small sample, however, preclude more quantitative conclusions.
TRANSLATION TO PLANCK CLUSTERS
Comparison to Planck and vdL14 samples
The mean WL mass of the I14 clusters is 3.2 · 10 14 M , while the mean WL mass of the high-mass sub-sample is 4.9 · 10 14 M . The typical P13XX cluster mass, defined by their mass pivot ∼ 6 · 10 14 M , falls into the mass range probed by the I14 high-M wl range, even although the mass bias is not included. Therefore, for the relevant P13XX mass range,our result of b log,H = 0.20
+0.17
−0.16 agrees with the 1 − b lin ≈ 0.4 that would reconcile cosmological constraints derived from Planck cluster counts (P13XX) and primary CMB anisotropies (P13XVI).
The high-mass end of the I14 sample also overlaps with the vdL14 sample. Using the M xmm 500
for the I14 clusters instead of Chandra masses, we also find better agreement to the vdL14 measurement of M Pl /M wl = 0.688 ± 0.072 for a subset of P13XX clusters. However, such comparisons are limited by the small number statistics of our sample, hence caution is necessary when interpreting these results.
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A first complication is that it has not been made public which XMM-Newton instruments were considered in the P13XXIX calibration. Another complication arises from the temporal variability of X-ray calibrations. Our results for the cases with and without timestamp correction (Table 1) tell us, however, that the impact of those systematics is rather small, with ∆b lin 0.05.
How much can X-ray calibration bias have influenced the P13XX results?
We attempt to estimate how an additional bias b xcal lin arising from the XMM-Newton calibration relative to Chandra will 2 The difference in cosmologies between P13XX and vdL14 on the one hand (flat universe with matter density Ωm = 0.3 and Hubble parameter H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 ) and I14 and this work the other hand (the same, but H 0 = 72 km s −1 Mpc −1 ) adds a factor of 70/72 to convert Planck masses to our cosmology.
influence the overall bias measured by P13XX. We emphasise that we do not know or assume which, if any, satellite calibration is correct. The "pre-calibration" from 20 relaxed clusters (Arnaud et al. 2010 ) determines the normalisation 10 B and slope β of a scaling relation
between the YX and hydrostatic masses M HE 500 measured with XMM-Newton. The evolution factor E(z) = H(z)/H(z = 0) depends on cosmology via the Hubble parameter H(z).
In Eq. (5), M HE 500 scales roughly as T 3/2 X (e.g., Kay et al. 2012) , through the measurement at r500. If q = TXMM/TCXO for the typical Arnaud et al. (2010) cluster, hydrostatic masses are biased M HE 500 → q δ M HE 500 , with δ ≈ 1.5. Similarly, YX depends on TX via the measurement of the gas mass Mgas within r500:
X . Because Mgas(< r) increases linearly with r in a given cluster 3 it follows Mgas,500 ∝ T 1/2 X upon a change in TX. Indeed, we measure Mgas,500 to be affected as q 0.5 to q 0.6 by a relative temperature change q, using the V09a gas density model for the I14 clusters. Hence, we have YX → q γ YX with an exponent γ ≈ 1.5.
We assume we can use the temperature ratio q at a typical TXMM and ignore its TXMM dependence.
4 Then, the temperature calibrations affects Eq. (5) like:
This means that for a (residual, unaccounted) temperature bias q, the mass proxy M Y X 500 will be biased by a factor q βδ−γ . The main P13XX scaling relation
relates the masses M Y X 500 to Y500 instead of YX, with DA denoting the angular diameter distance. However, YX is theoretically expected to be proportional to YSZ, so we can identify α = β and find a modified Eq. (7):
Given a bias factor q in the ICM temperatures, the calibration scaling relation will be offset by a factor C = q αδ−γ . The properties of the local, relaxed galaxy clusters from which Arnaud et al. (2010) calibrated Eq. (5) are given in Arnaud, Pointecouteau & Pratt (2007) ; Pratt et al. (2010) . We measure an average kBTXMM ≈ 5 ± 2 keV for the clusters implicated to constitute the calibration sample. Following Eq. (3), the S14 conversion for the combined XMMNewton instruments, Chandra temperatures for these clusters would be lower by a factor of q = 0.84 3 If the cluster is isothermal, and ρgas ∝ r −2 , as motivated by assuming the standard β = 2/3 in the β model for the gas density (Cavaliere & Fusco-Femiano 1978) , then the 3D mass within a radius R is M (< R) = from P13XX, γ = 3/2, and δ = 3/2 (see above), we find the normalisation of Eq. (7) to be reduced by a factor of C = q 1.185 = 0.81
−0.03 . If we allow for broad uncertainties 1.3 < γ, δ < 1.8, a temperature bias q will propagate as C ≈ q 0.5 to C ≈ q 2.0 in the extreme cases. The exact algorithm by which P13XXIX combine Planck measurements with Eq. (7) has yet to be published.
However, using θ500 = 3M500/[4πρcD (7) changes by a factor C? We geometrically infer the changes in the intersection point and final mass as:
From Fig. 4 of P13XXIX, we read that the Y obs SZ -θ relation is linear, so λ = 1. With C = 0.81
−0.03 from above, we find that cluster masses would be biased low by a factor C fin = 0.78
−0.04 due to the temperature calibration. Thus, if the Chandra calibration was correct, the need for a hydrostatic mass bias of more than the ∼ 20 % favoured by simiulations would be eased. Alternatively, if the XMMNewton calibration was correct, evidence for stronger departures from hydrostatic equilibrium would persist.
We note that the "hydrostatic" bias b lin that P13XX consider is meant to include instrument calibration effects:
Nevertheless even a partially unaccounted calibration bias would contribute some of the apparent mass discrepancy. The point of this exercise lies not in suggesting that the Planck discrepancy is caused by the X-ray calibration. Rather it should serve to demonstrate how such effects can not only fold through but even become amplified in a multi-step calibration.
Summary and Outlook
Starting from the recent Schellenberger et al. (2014) comparative study of ICM temperatures measured with Chandra and XMM-Newton, we revisit the bias between WL and hydrostatic masses from Israel et al. (2014) . We find:
1. Because of different uncertainties in the effective area calibration, hydrostatic masses for the I14 clusters would have been measured to be ∼ 15-20 % lower, had the clusters been observed with XMM-Newton instead of Chandra. The measured calibration bias depends on the sample, but can be transferred to clusters of similar mass (10 14 -10 15 M ). 2. XMM-Newton masses for the most massive I14 clusters are lower than WL masses by ∼ 35 %.
3. Assuming a true hydrostatic bias of b hyd lin = 0.2, our results for the whole mass range indicate that the calibration of the energy dependence of the effective area of the XMMNewton EPIC instruments in the 0.6-10.0 keV band is rather accurate. In the high mass range the data however indicate that Chandra calibration is more accurate. Given the uncertainties these results are not significant.
In addition, we consider the Planck clusters and find: 5. If there was a residual calibration bias q in the TXMM measurements on which the Planck analysis is based, the normalisation of the P13XX YSZ-M Y X calibration would be affected as C = q ∼1.2 . 6. Using a simple model for how this normalisation affects SZ masses, we show how the mass bias can be further amplified. Without account for calibration uncertainties, a mass bias of up to 30 % is plausible. We do not claim that this is the case for Planck. However, a small, residual bias would amplify in the same way. Pointing to the S14 result that calibration alone cannot explain the discrepant cosmological parameters of P13XVI and P13XXIX, we conclude that a possible contribution would ease the discrepancy and allow for a true hydrostatic bias consistent with simulations.
Our results are consistent with the WL/X-ray mass biases recently reported by Donahue et al. (2014) , comparing CLASH WL mass profiles to those obtained with Chandra and XMM-Newton. Donahue et al. (2014) found their TXMM/TCXO and M
XMM
/M
WL to depend on the integration radius; suggesting soft X-ray scattering as a cause for the calibration offset. Donahue et al. (2014) study mostly cool core clusters. Since S14 find that the TX bias depends on TX, this could explain why they find less bias in the cooler centres. The radial dependence could at least partly be due to a secondary correlation: at the radius where the cluster temperature is typically hottest, the largest discrepancy between Chandra and XMM-Newton is found.
Cluster mass calibrations still bear considerable uncertainties not only between the main techniques (X-ray, lensing, SZ, galaxy-based), but also within techniques, i.e for different instruments and calibration and methods. Thorough cross-calibration of different instruments and techniques, as already performed by Nevalainen, David & Guainazzi (2010) ; Schellenberger et al. (2014) ; Rozo et al. (2014b,a) for X-rays are the necessary way forward. Recent comparisons of WL masses to both XMM-Newton and Chandra include Mahdavi et al. (2013) ; Donahue et al. (2014) , and Martino et al. (2014) . We notice that Martino et al. (2014) find temperature discrepancies between XMM-Newton and Chandra similar to S14, but consistent hydrostatic masses from both satellites. More overlap between clusters with X-ray and WL data would be necessary to define mass standards against which other surveys could then be gauged.
Recently, ; Sereno, Ettori & Moscardini (2014) compared several of the larger current WL and XMM-Newton and Chandra X-ray samples, emphasising how intrinsic and measurement scatter can induce scaling relation biases. confirm that compared to simulated clusters WL masses are biased low by ∼ 10 % and hydrostatic masses by ∼ 20-30 %. However, these authors find literature masses from the same observable, X-ray or WL, can differ up to 40 % for the same cluster, impeding an absolute calibration. Sereno, Ettori & Moscardini (2014) extend the analysis to the Planck clusters, whose absolute mass calibration is likewise affected. They find scatter in the calibration scaling relation to invoke a mass-dependent bias in the Planck masses.
The advent of larger SZ samples for scaling relation studies (e.g., Bender et al. 2014; Czakon et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2014) , and foremost the all-sky P13XXIX offers the possibility to include a complementary probe and clusters at higher redshift. For future high precision cluster experiments, e.g., eROSITA (Predehl et al. 2010; Merloni et al. 2012; Pillepich, Porciani & Reiprich 2012) or Euclid (Laureijs et al. 2011; Amendola et al. 2012 ) the absolute X-ray observable-mass calibration needs to be improved further.
